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Abstract—Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV) is one
of the key memory-bound kernels commonly used in industrial
and scientific applications. To improve its data movement and
benefit from higher compute rates, there are several efforts to
utilize mixed precision on SpMV. Most of the prior-art focus
on performing the entire SpMV in single-precision within a
bigger context of an iterative solver (e.g., CG, GMRES). In this
work, we are interested in a more fine-grained mixed-precision
SpMV, where the level of precision is decided for each element
in the matrix to be used in a single operation. We extend
an existing entry-wise precision based approach by deciding
precisions per row, motivated by the granularity of parallelism
on a GPU where groups of threads process rows in CSR-based
matrices. We propose mixed-precision CSR storage methods
with row permutations and describe their greater efficiency
and load-balancing compared to the existing method. We also
consider a multi-precision case where single and double precision
copies of the matrix are stored priorly and further extend our
mixed-precision SpMV approach to comply with it. As such,
we leverage a mixed-precision SpMV to obtain a multi-precision
Jacobi method which is faster than yet almost as accurate as
double-precision Jacobi implementation, and further evaluate a
multi-precision Cardiac modeling algorithm. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed SpMV methods on an extensive
dataset of real-valued large sparse matrices from the SuiteSparse
Matrix Collection using an NVIDIA V100 GPU.

Index Terms—spmv, mixed-precision, gpu, cuda

I. INTRODUCTION

Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is one of the
key kernels in many scientific and engineering applications.
Performance of iterative solvers for large linear systems are
greatly dependent on their SpMV kernels [1]–[4]. Neural
networks such as CNN heavily utilize SpMV [5], and graph
analysis algorithms such as PageRank [6] and HITS [7] use
SpMV within. With the ever-increasing data size, this memory-
bound kernel continues to challenge high-performance appli-
cations.

SpMV has been extensively studied under a variety of
storage formats and GPU kernel optimizations [8]–[13]. In-
dependent of the formats and the respective kernels, a possi-
ble optimization is utilizing mixed-precision, such as double
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precision (FP64) and single precision (FP32) together. This
is motivated by the fact that processors are equipped with
compute units that are faster and more power-efficient at lower
precisions; and lower levels of precision yield less memory
and network traffic compared to higher precision arithmetic,
which has been conventionally preferred due to its higher
accuracy [14]–[16].

One of the mixed-precision SpMV techniques is to have
different precisions at different levels of the entire algorithm
using SpMV within. This is often used within the iterative
solvers where a less-precise inner solver is kept at lower pre-
cision, and an outer, more-precise solver can tolerate the errors
introduced, an approach known as defect-correction [17], [18].
Lower precisions have also been utilized in compute-intensive
but error-tolerant parts of iterative solvers such as factorization
and preconditioning [19]–[21]. It is shown that FP64 accuracy
can be maintained for the overall application while lower
precision is used for certain parts of the application [14].

Another perspective on mixed-precision SpMV is to use
different precisions at a finer granularity within a single SpMV
[22]–[24]. Ahmad et al. [22] decides the precision for each
nonzero value of the sparse matrix stored in Compressed
Sparse Row (CSR) format, and then they split it into separate
FP32 and FP64 CSR matrices. They also modify the CSR-
Vector kernel (originally developed by Bell & Garland [25])
to obtain a mixed-precision CSR-Vector kernel. However, their
performance varies greatly from matrix to matrix, most of the
time resulting in execution slower than FP64 SpMV, likely due
to a load-imbalance issue inherent in this method.

In this work, we consider row-wise precision selection to
better balance the workload among the threads and extend
CSR and ELLPACK-R to multi-precision with slightly modi-
fied SpMV kernels [25]. We base our modified kernels on top
of the open-source CUSP [26] library for NVIDIA, which is
an implementation of CSR-Vector SpMV that has been used
in numerous works on comparing different kernels [22], [27]–
[29]. Upon deciding the precision for each row, we permute the
rows such that those with the same precision type are clustered
together. We demonstrate that deciding the precision for each
row, and then permuting the rows to cluster the ones with the
same precision is remedial to load-balancing problems within
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rows = [0,3,5,6,9,12]
cols = [0,2,4,1,3,2,1,3,4,0,3,4]
vals = [a,b,c,d,e,f,x,y,z,p,q,r]

1 for (i = 0; i < numrows; i++):
2   tmp = y[i]; // or 0
3   for (j <= rows[i]; j < rows[i+1]; j++):
4     tmp += vals[j] * x[cols[j]];
5   y[i] = tmp;

Fig. 1: CSR format example with SpMV host code

for (row=vec_id; row<num_rows; row+=num_vecs):

Fetch rows[row] & rows[row+1]

Calculate local sum with vals, cols and x

Reduce sums and write to y[row]

Fig. 2: CSR-Vector kernel

and among thread-groups.
We employ our proposed mixed-precision SpMV to be

multi-precision compliant, and demonstrate its capability in
two applications: a multi-precision sparse Jacobi method that
can be used as a preconditioner within other iterative solvers,
and a multi-precision Cardiac modeling [30] as an application
of solving diffusion equations with finite volumes. Our main
contributions can be listed as follows:
• We propose an easy mixed-precision method for SpMV

and its CSR and ELLPACK-R based storage formats and
GPU kernels.

• For a multi-precision setting where FP32 and FP64
matrices are stored in advance, we further extend the
row-wise mixed-precision SpMV and implement a multi-
precision Jacobi pre-conditioner and Cardiac modeling as
use-cases.

• Over a dataset of 105 real-valued large matrices from
SuiteSparse, for the CSR format, we demonstrate an
average 1.06× and up to 1.49× speedup over FP64
SpMV, while the prior-art [22] achieves no speedup. FP32
SpMV with FP64 sum-reduction achieves an average
speedup of 1.16×, which serves as an upper bound for
the achievable speedup.

• For ELLPACK-R, we achieve an average 1.07× and up
to 1.74× speedup, which is again very close to the upper
bound of FP32 SpMV (with FP64 sum-reduction) with
an average speedup of 1.13×.

• We demonstrate that multi-precision Jacobi is faster than
yet as accurate as the FP64 Jacobi method. We achieve
an average 1.05× and 1.11× and up to 1.11× and 1.40×
speedup for Jacobi and Cardiac modeling, respectively.

• Our code is open-source and is available at
https://github.com/ParCoreLab/mixed-and-multi-spmv.

II. BACKGROUND

A. CSR-Vector SpMV Kernel

CSR is a widely used storage format for sparse matrices.
CSR-based SpMV methods have shown reliable performance
on many platforms [9], and there are a variety of CSR-based

rows32 = [0,1,2,3,3,4]
cols32 = [2,3,2,3,4]
vals32 = [b,e,f,q,r]
rows64 = [0,2,3,3,6,7]
cols64 = [0,4,1,1,3,4,0]
vals64 = [a,c,d,x,y,z,p]
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Fig. 3: Entry-wise Split example

for (row=vec_id; row<num_rows; row+=num_vecs):

Fetch rows32[row] & rows32[row+1]
Fetch rows64[row] & rows64[row+1]

Calculate local sum with vals32, cols32 and x32

Reduce sums in FP64 and write to y[row]

Calculate local sum with vals64, cols64 and x64

Fig. 4: Entry-wise Split kernel

SpMV kernels for GPU. An example of CSR format and the
sequential code of a CSR-based SpMV is shown in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 respectively. In CSR format, the column indices (cols)
and values (vals) are stored for each nonzero value similar
to the Coordinate Format (COO); but instead of row indices,
the information about number of elements per row is captured
in rows.

In this work we focus on CSR-Vector SpMV [25] which
has an open-source implementation (CUSP [26]), is relatively
simple compared to LightSpMV [29] or Perfect-CSR
SpMV [27], and requires a modest development effort for
mixed-precision integration. The idea behind the CSR-Vector
SpMV is to assign a group of threads called “vector” to each
row, with possible vector sizes being 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32, chosen
to be the largest power of two not larger than the average
number of nonzeros per row. The number of blocks per grid
is computed as M/(t/v), the ratio of rows to vectors per block.
To avoid ambiguity between the vector of this kernel and the
dense vector in SpMV, we will refer to the former as a “thread
group”. For efficiency, consequent thread groups should access
consequent memory locations, and one can partially expect
this from the CSR-Vector kernel. However, using mixed-
precision within a single SpMV may introduce additional
irregularities to the access pattern, as well as change the thread
workloads. Our work is aimed towards solving such problems.

B. Prior Art: Entry-wise Split

The prior art by Ahmad et al. [22] introduced a precision
selection method as follows: if the value is in range (−r, r)
for some r then it is stored in FP32, otherwise FP64; where
smaller r yields less error. In [22], a fixed range (r = 1) is
applied to all matrices.

Assuming that a range has been chosen and the precisions
are determined for each nonzero value, one CSR matrix with
the FP64 values and another with the FP32 values are created
such that each of them have the same number of rows and
columns as the original. An example of this split is shown in
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Fig. 5: Prior art: tg1 processes 4 FP32 rows, tg2 processes 4
FP64 rows. Some threads may be idle within a thread group.
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Fig. 6: Proposed: Both tg1 & tg2 process 2 FP32 & 2 FP64
rows. Thread work loads do not change within a thread group.

Fig. 3. The suffixes 32 and 64 indicate that the pointer belongs
to FP32 and FP64 matrices.

In the prior art’s CSR-Vector kernel implementation (Fig. 4),
a thread group fetches the row pointers for both matrices and
then calculates the dot product for both rows, one in FP64 and
the other in FP32. This may incur load-balancing problems
both within a thread group and among the thread groups. We
depict these problems in Fig. 5. It is possible that certain splits
result in some thread groups doing more work. Moreover,
due to the way the values are indexed, threads with smaller
id’s may do more work when a row is split into smaller rows.

The second problem can be construed as if the matrix
density (ratio of the number of nonzeros to matrix size) is
getting smaller since it yields twice as many rows. Adjusting
the global thread group size with respect to the new density
is an option, but other rows might have different split ratios
between single and double precision, so one may be better off
keeping the thread group size as it is.

In summary, the entry-wise split does not necessarily take
advantage of the used storage format. This is expected since
their precision selection happens at the granularity of each
nonzero value, but such a selection provides the leeway of
being extendable to respect storage formats. This is where our
new row-wise methods come forth with regards to the row-
compressed formats. We propose row-level precision selection
methods instead of entry-level precision to obtain more effi-
cient mixed- and multi- precision SpMV implementations.

III. PROPOSED MIXED AND MULTI-PRECISION METHODS

A. Row-wise Split

We propose a row-level precision selection method for
SpMV, namely row-wise split, which determines the precision
for each row separately. A row is chosen to be in FP32 if at
least p percentage of its values are in some range (−r, r), and

rows32 = [0,3,4,7]
cols32 = [0,2,4,2,1,3,4]
vals32 = [a,b,c,f,x,y,z]
rows64 = [0,2,5]
cols64 = [1,3,0,3,4]
vals64 = [d,e,p,q,r]
sepIdx = 3
perms  = [0,3,1,2,4]
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Fig. 7: Row-wise Split example

for (row=vec_id; row<num_rows; row+=num_vecs):

Fetch rows32[row] & rows32[row+1]
Calculate local sum with vals32, cols32 and x32
Fetch rows64[row-sep] & rows64[row-sep+1]
Calculate local sum with vals64, cols64 and x64

T

Reduce sums in FP64 and write to y[row]

F

if (row < sepIdx)

Fig. 8: Row-wise Split kernel

all of its values are within the range of FP32 (i.e., FLT_MAX
in C language).

We also propose a matrix-specific range calculated for each
matrix prior to computations, instead of a fixed range. This
is because although a fixed and small range would incur
less absolute error, it can cause all values to be stored in
FP32 for matrices with small or scaled values. For a given
matrix with set of nonzero values V , we set the range as
r = f × (

∑
v∈V |v|)/|V| where f is a predefined shrinking

factor chosen to adjust the range such that smaller f may lead
to less error but fewer values to be stored in FP32.

After precision is decided per row, two matrices are created
from the rows, one type of precision each. This has a row
permutation effect (shown with perms in Fig.7) where the
rows with same precisions are clustered together. As shown
in the kernel overview in Fig. 8, a thread group checks
the precision by comparing its row to the separation index
(sepIdx), and proceeds with the dot product at the respective
precision.

Row-wise split method guarantees no empty rows, by
permuting the existing ones to be clustered at the bottom and
ignored during SpMV. This saves redundant global accesses
to the row pointer in the presence of empty rows. It also
effectively solves the load-balance problems. As depicted in
Fig. 6, row permutation ensures consecutive thread groups to
have similar loads. Moreover, a thread group’s load does not
change after the split as elements of a row stay the same.

B. Row-wise Composite: A Multi-precision Compliant Method

Multi-precision and mixed-precision techniques are occa-
sionally used interchangeably [14]. In this work, mixed-
precision refers to the case that an operation uses multiple
precisions; whereas multi-precision means that FP64, FP32
and mixed-precision implementations may be used through-
out an application at different levels. For instance, a multi-
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vals32 = [a,b,c,f,x,y,z,d,e,p,q,r]
vals64 = [a,b,c,f,x,y,z,d,e,p,q,r]
sepIdx = 3
perms  = [0,3,1,2,4]
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Fig. 9: Row-wise Composite Split example

for (row=vec_id; row<num_rows; row+=num_vecs):

Fetch rows[row], rows[row+1]

Calculate local sum with vals32, cols and x32

Reduce sums in FP64 and write to y[row]

Calculate local sum with vals64, cols and x64

T

F

if (row < sepIdx)

Fig. 10: Row-wise Composite kernel

TABLE I: Memory Capacity and Bandwidth Requirements.

Storage Format Storage Cost (Bytes)∗ Bandwidth Requirement (Bytes)†

CSR FP64 4M+12V +4 −
CSR FP32 4M+8V +4 −
Prior Art 8M+8V +4V64+8 8M+8V +4V64+8
Row-wise Split 4M+8V +4V64+12 4M+8V +4V64+12
Row-wise Composite 4M+16V +8 4M+8V +4V64+12

∗ M : #rows, V : #nonzeros, V64: #nonzeros stored in FP64. † bandwidth required by
the kernel

precision GMRES method using FP32 and FP64 is recently
described [15], and this method requires the matrix to be stored
in both precisions at the same time. Note that the extra FP32
matrix just requires a value pointer, as the row and column
pointers are equivalent for both matrices.

Suppose one is to extend the multi-precision method by
incorporating mixed-precision SpMV in between FP32 and
FP64 steps. The aforementioned methods need two different
matrices with their own row, column and value pointers,
differing from those of FP64 and FP32 matrices. Consequently,
these mixed-precision splits require their own memory alloca-
tions and transfers for a GPU-based execution in addition to
the existing FP32 and FP64 matrices. This can either mean
allocating all types once at the start or transferring the data
to GPU during execution, which would greatly hinder the
performance due to large amounts of data movement.

To address this issue, we propose row-wise composite to be
used in multi-precision cases. Instead of creating two matrices
as done in row-wise split, here we just create an FP32 copy
of the values array of the permuted FP64 matrix. Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10 show how this enables accessing the value pointer
in both precisions with the same row and column pointers.
Similar to the row-wise split kernel, the separation index
(sepIdx) is used to find the precision of a row.

In Table I, we present the total storage cost and bandwidth
requirement of each described mixed-precision split in bytes.
Compared to the prior art, the row-wise split saves 4M bytes
as the total number of rows stay constant. Row-wise composite
has the cost of storing FP32 and FP64 CSR matrices together

rows = [3,2,1,3,3]
cols = [0,2,4,1,3,-,2,-,-,1,3,4,0,3,4]
vals = [a,b,c,d,e,0,f,0,0,x,y,z,p,q,r]
R  = 3 // max num. of non-zeros in a row

1 for (i = 0; i < numrows; i++):
2   tmp = y[i]; // or 0
3   for (j <= i*R; j < i*R+rows[i]; j++):
4     tmp += vals[j] * x[cols[j]];
5   y[i] = tmp;
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Fig. 11: ELLPACK-R format example with SpMV host code

rows32 = [3,1,3]
cols32 = [0,2,4,2,-,-,1,3,4]
vals32 = [a,b,c,f,0,0,x,y,z]
rows64 = [2,3]
cols64 = [1,3,-,0,3,4]
vals64 = [d,e,0,p,q,r]
sepIdx = 3
perms  = [0,3,1,2,4]
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Fig. 12: ELLPACK-R Row-wise Split example

(with common row and column pointers) will cost 4M+16V+4
bytes. The bandwidth requirements of row-wise split and row-
wise composite are equivalent for mixed-precision SpMV, and
they save 4M compared to the prior art.

C. Extending to ELLPACK-R

We extend our mixed-precision approach for ELLPACK-
R [31] format. The value and column index arrays have a
size equal to number of nonzeros in CSR, but here the size
is M×R, where M is the row count and R is the maximum
number of nonzeros in a row. This enables to index a row i
just with R×i. The row pointers in CSR become row lengths
for ELLPACK-R, where index i is the number of nonzeros in
row i. Consequently, the SpMV kernels are almost identical.

Provided that the number of nonzeros per row does not vary
dramatically throughout the matrix, ELLPACK-R provides
better memory coalescing and is more efficient than CSR
format. However, if a row has a lot more nonzeros compared
to the others, this becomes memory-consuming. The splitting
methodology is analogous to what is done for CSR format,
the rows are treated the same way and two new ELLPACK-R
matrices are created from the split (Fig. 11 and Fig. 12). For
brevity, we omit the examples of other splits for ELLPACK-R.

D. Case Study: Jacobi Method

Jacobi is a well-known iterative method that can be used
to solve linear systems [32], [33], and is most widely used
as a preconditioner within other iterative solvers (e.g., Krylov
subspace methods) for faster convergence [34]–[36]. Using
Jacobi as a preconditioner is appealing since its structure it
allows utilizing high parallelism in contrast to its counterparts
such as ILU and SSOR [37]. The method aims to obtain an
approximate solution for a linear system of equations Ax=b
where A∈RN×N is a sparse nonsingular matrix. Considering
A is decomposed as A = D+R where D is the diagonal
component and R consists of the remaining off-diagonal
entries, it iteratively solves x(k+1) = D−1(b−Rx(k)) where
x(k) is the solution at the kth iteration. The SpMV operation



Algorithm 1 Mixed-Precision Jacobi Method

Require: Diagonal (D) and remaining (R) components with splitting R=R32+R64

1: Choose an initial guess x(0)

2: for k = 1, 2, ..., ITERS do
3: x̄← R64 × x(k−1)

64 + R32 × x(k−1)
32

4: x̄← D−1(b− x̄)

5: x
(k)
64 ← x̄, x

(k)
32 ←float(x̄)

6: end for

Algorithm 2 Mixed-Precision Cardiac Modeling

Require: Diagonal (D) and remaining (R) components with splitting R=R32+R64

1: Initial guess x(0) read from disk.
2: for k = 1, 2, ..., ITERS do
3: x̄← R64 × x(k−1)

64 + R32 × x(k−1)
32

4: x̄← x̄+ x̄�D
5: x

(k)
64 ← x̄, x

(k)
32 ←float(x̄)

6: end for

in Jacobi (Rx(k)) is required at each iteration, dominates the
runtime, and constitutes the main bottleneck. We propose to
utilize the mixed-precision SpMV to obtain a mixed-precision
Jacobi method which is faster than the conventional FP64
Jacobi while attaining a decent accuracy.

The pseudocode of the proposed mixed-precision Jacobi
method is given in Algorithm 1. Here x64 and x32 represent the
solution vector x stored in FP64 and FP32, respectively. The
R matrix is split as R32 +R64, where R32 and R64 contain
the nonzeros which are selected to be stored in FP32 and
FP64, respectively. In Line 3, the mixed-precision SpMV is
performed. In practice, instead of storing D as an N ×N
matrix, the diagonal array of D is stored in a vector d (in
FP64).

We implement a single CUDA kernel for the Jacobi iteration
and solution updates (lines 4, 5) where thread i computes
(b[i]− x̄[i])/d[i] and stores it to register. It then writes this
to x64[i] and x32[i], while casting the value to float for the
latter. Although there is a slight overhead of updating the FP32
solution in addition to FP64 solution, the speedup gained from
using mixed-precision SpMV is expected to amortize it. All
computations take place on the GPU and there is no extra cost
of transferring the solution vectors back and forth to the host.
As described in the row-wise split and row-wise composite
methods, the rows of the coefficient matrix are permuted prior
to the computations. In the Jacobi method, the columns are
further permuted in the same order with rows, i.e. a symmetric
permutation is applied to make the diagonal values remain on
the diagonal after reordering.

Different multi-precision implementations are possible for
the Jacobi method. In a 1-step method, only the mixed-
precision Jacobi is used. In a 2-step Jacobi method, it starts
with mixed-precision and moves to FP64 after a number of
iterations. Similarly, in a 3-step method, a number of iterations
are done in FP32, then the method is upgraded to use mixed-
precision, and the final set of iterations are done in FP64.

E. Case Study: Cardiac Modeling

In cardiac modeling, diffusion equations with finite volumes
are used, where the computations for a single time-step can
be shown as a matrix multiplication operation x(i) = A×

x(i−1) [30]. The mixed precision SpMV is utilized in a similar
fashion to the Jacobi, where a solution time-step becomes
x̄ =A64×x(i)

64 +A32×x(i)
32 . We then update both x(i)

64 and x(i)
32

solution vectors by assigning x̄. Generally, the solution update
could be made just by pointer swapping; however, when we
have two solution vectors to be updated, swapping alone does
not suffice. Instead, an additional copy kernel that is issued
after the SpMV must update both solutions. We have also
observed that the diagonal values in this dataset are much
larger than off-diagonals. Our absolute mean based range-
selection method would therefore end up with a large range
that covers most of, if not all, the off-diagonal values; the only
diagonal value which is outside the range in that row would be
tolerated by the 1% margin. Consequently the whole matrix
would likely be stored in FP32.

Considering both the large diagonals, and the need of an
extra copy kernel to update solution vectors, we extract the
diagonal values and store them in an array; whereas the off-
diagonal values are kept in the matrix. After SpMV, the copy
kernel adds the product of solution vector and diagonal values
at their respective rows, and assigns the result to both FP64
and FP32 solution vectors as described in Algorithm 2. By
utilizing the row-wise composite method, we also propose
multi-precision Cardiac modeling methods 1-step, 2-step and
3-step similar to the way that we construct in multi-precision
Jacobi.

IV. EVALUATIONS

All the performance experiments were conducted on a single
node with an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU. CUDA 11.2 and GCC
9.3.0 with -O3 optimization are used to compile our program.
For all CUDA kernels, threads per block is set to 128.

In all mixed-precision SpMV operations, an FP32 copy of
the FP64 dense vector is used in the dot-product of FP32
matrix rows. Otherwise the CUDA runtime would cast the
computations to be FP64, therefore preventing any perfor-
mance improvements from FP32 computations [22]. Similar to
the prior research [22], [38], we do the global sum reductions
in FP64, which is a well-known technique to increase the
accuracy regardless of the precision used in lower precision
mixed-precision methods [18].

We run 200 warm-up iterations of FP64 SpMV for each
matrix. The runtime measurements are from the beginning
until the end of iterations; data transfer to/from GPU are not
included. Throughout this section, the baseline refers to the
prior art [22] or the application using it for the SpMV within,
where the range value r changes according to the application.

Our row-wise methods use the proposed adaptive range,
based on an absolute mean with f=0.1 for SpMV and Jacobi,
and f = 2 for Cardiac modeling. A larger value is used for
Cardiac since the matrix values are closer, and shrinking the
calculated range often results in all values to be out of range.
For all methods, the percentage p is 99, i.e., in a row 1% out-
of-range values are tolerated. These are chosen empirically. In
particular, p=100 is too strict, making most of the rows kept
in FP64, and values such as p=90 result in greater errors.
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Fig. 13: SpMV Speedup performance profiles

In the proposed row-wise methods, the matrix splitting
and permuting cost is very lightweight and at around a
thousandth of a single iteration of SpMV time, approximately.
Moreover, in many applications, the coefficient matrix stays
the same throughout the iterations, which means the splitting
and permutation incur only one-time pre-processing cost.

A. SpMV Results

For SpMV, we consider y ← y+Ax where the initial y
is all zeros, and the x entries are (uniformly) random in
the range (−5, 5). The experiments are conducted on real-
valued matrices from the SuiteSparse Collection [39], where
the matrices have between 100K and 40M nonzeros. The
range value of baseline method is r = 1, as in [22]. For
reliable measurements, we filter out matrices whose FP64
SpMV runtime is less than 0.1 seconds. We also ignore the
matrices where the row-wise split stores less than 10% of
nonzeros in FP32, as the speedup will not be considerable.
As such, we have used 105 matrices (out of 2,794).

Fig. 13a shows the performance profiles comparing different
methods in terms of the relative speedup of SpMV CSR with
respect to FP64 for 105 matrices. A performance profile [40]
represents the comparison of different methods for each data
instance relative to the best-performing one. A point (α, β) on
the line associated to method X means that the performance
of X is within α factor of the best result for a fraction β
of the instances. For example, the point (1.30, 0.75) on the
curve of method X means that X yields 30% better result than
the best result achieved for 75% of the dataset. Therefore,
the method closest to the top left corner is interpreted as the
best-performing one.

As shown in Fig. 13a, our proposed row-wise split and
row-wise composite methods are performing the best. Due
to their close performance, further SpMV experiments are
conducted with the row-wise split method. Fig. 14 shows the
plot for relative residuals of SpMV with respect to FP64 for
the same 105 matrices sorted in the order of the baseline
method’s residuals. Here, we refer the relative residual as
‖y′−y64‖/‖y64‖ where y64 is the result of FP64 SpMV, and
y′ is the result of mixed-precision SpMV. FP32 SpMV with
FP64 reduction serves as the upper bound of relative residual,
which is incurred by storing all nonzeros in FP32.

With its small fixed range (−1, 1), the baseline often has
small relative residuals. Nevertheless, there are numerous in-
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TABLE II: Average speedup and relative residuals with respect to
the FP64 SpMV.

density (λ)
in 10,000 *

matrix
count

avg. speedup w.r.t. FP64 avg. relative residual w.r.t. FP64

FP32† baseline row-split§ FP32† baseline row-split§

λ <0.5 26 1.14 0.97 1.03 3.90e-08 8.31e-12 1.03e-09
0.5 <λ <1 16 1.13 1.02 1.06 3.68e-08 7.22e-12 6.53e-10
1 <λ <2.5 17 1.11 0.95 1.05 4.14e-08 8.79e-12 1.52e-11
2.5 <λ <5 24 1.13 0.98 1.07 3.30e-08 8.46e-12 6.81e-11
λ >5 22 1.26 1.10 1.11 4.49e-08 7.37e-12 4.19e-11

ALL 105 1.16 1.00 1.06 3.87e-08 8.04e-12 1.33e-10

* density λ = NNZ/(M×N)×10,000. † FP32 SpMV with FP64 sum reduction. §

row-wise split.

stances where the row-wise split yields near or lesser residual
compared to the baseline. Considering the greater speedup of
the proposed method and the possibility of correcting errors
with a more precise iteration that follows the mixed-precision
steps, our residuals to be acceptable.

For the chosen 105 matrices, ELLPACK-R goes out-of-
memory for 15 of them, as ELLPACK-R stores a dense matrix
of size M ×R for a matrix with M rows and maximum of R
elements in a row. If a row has many elements, but the rest
are a lot sparser, this format becomes inefficient. The speedup
results for the remaining 90 matrices are given in Fig. 13b.
We omit ELLPACK-R relative residuals as they are invariant
to the storage format and they are similar to what is observed
with CSR. Moreover, the average and maximum speedup for
ELLPACK-R is higher than that of CSR, with 1.07x and 1.74x
respectively. Note that FP32 with double sum-reduction serves
as an upper bound for speedup with average 1.16× and 1.13×
for CSR and ELLPACK-R respectively.

In Table II, we present the (geometric) average speedup and
relative residuals grouped into five different matrix density
categories of 105 matrices. For the row-wise split method, a
density-speedup correlation is observed. Though its reason is
not immediately obvious, the sparser matrices may have lower
speedups as the irregular access to the dense vector becomes
more pronounced. Note that the access pattern is not within
the scope of mixed-precision SpMV nor our row permutations.
FP32 with double sum reduction, serving as an upper bound
of speedup and relative residual for each group, achieves up
to 26% improvement with 16% on average. The table also
shows that the baseline has no or insignificant speedup. We



TABLE III: Warp execution efficiency profiled by nvprof for 5
matrices that the percentages of nonzeros stored in FP32 (FP32%)
are close between baseline and row-wise split.

matrix avg nnz
per row

FP32% speedup warp exec. efficiency

baseline row-split baseline row-split baseline row-split

shipsec1 55.5 58.37 58.99 1.00 1.08 87.23 94.16
shipsec5 56.2 58.07 55.48 0.97 1.08 87.06 94.39
pwtk 53.4 13.18 13.96 0.90 1.01 83.07 94.19
barrier2-4 33.7 75.10 75.56 0.95 1.09 77.78 91.41
barrier2-9 33.7 75.82 76.09 0.92 1.07 77.73 91.43

have also experimented on 2,794 real-valued matrices from
SuiteSparse on which the experiments of [22] are conducted,
and from these, in 999 matrices, row-wise split has speedup
≥ 1; whereas this number is 354 for the baseline method,
contrary to the findings in [22].

To show the effect of load-balancing, we focus on 5 matrices
with FP32 nonzero percentages close to the baseline and row-
wise split method. Using the NVIDIA’s nvprof, we profile
the warp execution efficiency which is defined as: “Ratio of the
average active threads per warp to the maximum number of
threads per warp supported on a multiprocessor”. The results
are given in Table III. For the selected matrices, the average
number of nonzeros are all greater than 32, and therefore
the thread group size within the mixed-precision CSR-Vector
kernel is equal to the warp size 32. Hence, the profiled
metric reflects the efficiency of the thread group itself. For
all matrices here, row-split performs better, even though the
percentages of FP32 in the matrices are similar to the baseline.
As such, the performance improvement can be attributed to the
more efficient warps and load-balanced threads.

B. Jacobi Method Results

We consider large real-valued sparse square matrices with
no zero values in the diagonal. We applied HSL MC64 [41]
permutation and scaling for diagonal-dominance, which is a
sufficient condition for Jacobi convergence [42]. Permuting
aims to maximize the product of the diagonal entries, and
scaling aims to make the absolute value of diagonal entries 1
and the others not larger than 1. We use r= 0.01 as a range
for the baseline method (Jacobi using SpMV with entry-wise
split) since otherwise it would choose everything in FP32 after
scaling.

We set the desired solution vector as x∗← [1/N, 2/N, . . . , 1]T

to find y←Ax∗ with FP64 SpMV. We set the initial guess as
x← [0,0,. . . ,0]T and solve Ax=y using Jacobi. Since Jacobi
is often used as a preconditioner, and to provide an explicit
accuracy comparison, we run Jacobi for a fixed number (2,000)
of iterations. The iterations are divided equally among the
steps in multi-precision runs. The relative residual is calculated
as ‖y−Ax′‖/‖y‖ where x′ is the computed solution. The
comparison experiments are conducted on 8 matrices whose
relative residual for FP64 Jacobi after 2000 iterations is less
than 10−1.

Fig. 15 shows the speedups of baseline and our methods
compared to the FP64 Jacobi. In all cases, 3-step multi-
precision Jacobi is the fastest (avg. 5% and up to 11% speedup)
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TABLE IV: Relative residuals of Jacobi method after 2,000 itera-
tions.

matrix FP64 FP32* baseline 1-step 2-step 3-step

torsion1 1.49e-16 1.24e-07 1.49e-16 1.38e-08 1.58e-16 1.58e-16
minsurfo 1.19e-16 1.97e-07 1.40e-10 5.33e-09 2.27e-16 2.44e-16
trans5 1.07e-05 1.06e-05 1.07e-05 1.07e-05 1.07e-05 1.07e-05
language 7.14e-18 1.04e-08 1.59e-11 7.28e-09 7.16e-18 7.15e-18
ASIC 320ks 4.89e-07 4.89e-07 4.89e-07 4.89e-07 4.89e-07 4.89e-07
para-4 7.68e-02 7.68e-02 7.68e-02 7.68e-02 7.68e-02 7.68e-02
ohne2 2.12e-02 2.12e-02 2.12e-02 2.12e-02 2.12e-02 2.12e-02
circuit5M dc 6.01e-17 3.25e-08 5.36e-11 6.34e-09 6.39e-17 6.68e-17

* FP32 Jacobi refers to Jacobi using FP32 SpMV with FP64 reduction.

due to the performance gains from the lower precision steps.
2-step method also has speedup, but for some cases less than
1-step; possibly due to the additional cost of updating the FP32
copy of the solution vector, and low number of FP32 values
used in split. For all cases, baseline is the slowest except for
ohne, where the baseline keeps considerably high number of
FP32 values.

Table IV shows the relative residuals for FP64 and FP32
Jacobi, the baseline, and our methods. The residual is affected
by the precision selection, but not from the split that comes
afterwards; since, the split itself does not change the accuracy
of the computations. Although the 1-step method has relative
residuals higher than that of FP64, the ones of 2-step and 3-
step are close to FP64 since they can tolerate the accumulated
errors in the prior less-precise steps, as expected. This is in
line with our expectations that lower precision steps can be
corrected by the following higher precision steps.

C. Cardiac Modeling Results

We use a set of 6 generated meshes (matrices) from [43]
each having larger than 100K nonzeros and an initial dense
solution vector. The ground-truth FP64 Cardiac modeling does
not extract the diagonal, and uses pointer swapping to update



the solution. Each method runs for 8,000 iterations. All off-
diagonals for this dataset are less than 1, so again the baseline
range r= 1 is infeasible, instead we use r= 1e−5, which is
close to the absolute mean value for all 6 matrices.

Figure 16 shows the speedups of baseline and our methods
with respect to the FP64 Cardiac modeling for 6 matrices
sorted in increasing order of number of nonzeros. Despite
the extra copy kernel overhead, 1-step achieves an average
of 1.11× and up to 1.40× speedup, while also being faster
than 2-step and 3-step. This indicates that FP64 steps are
slow enough to affect the entire execution time. The speedup
increases with the number of nonzeros, which may be due
to better cache utilization of lower precision. The relative
residuals are computed as described in SpMV evaluations, and
are found to be not much different among methods (unlike
Jacobi), thus are omitted for brevity.

V. RELATED WORK

Scientific applications often benefit from high precision
floating point arithmetic since it has the advantage of leading
higher accuracy. On the other hand, it has higher data transfer
and computational costs. One solution for this trade-off is the
utilization of mixed-precision arithmetic, which has been well
studied for both dense and sparse numerical methods [19],
[44]–[49]. For sparse linear algebra methods, which are mostly
bandwidth-bound, mixed-precision algorithms are favored to
reduce the communication volume and memory access [14].

Mixed-precision arithmetic is utilized for both direct and
iterative methods to get the accuracy as good as FP64 and
cost as low as the FP32 arithmetic [50]. Utilizing mixed-
precision arithmetic is shown to improve the runtime and
energy consumption of iterative solvers on GPU [51]. Buttari
et al. [21] utilize mixed-precision iterative refinement for
sparse direct and iterative solvers by performing the most
expensive steps in FP32 and the less important ones in FP64.

Anzt et. al. [50] implement an adaptive precision Jacobi
iterative method by utilizing varying mantissa lengths. Then
in [52], a mixed-precision block-Jacobi preconditioner is
proposed by using high precision for all the computations
after handling a part of the preconditioner in low precision.
Although this approach has the potential for reducing the
runtime and energy costs, its implementation is not practical
since it requires extra knowledge of the matrix properties
(e.g. condition number) and an optimized data conversion
procedure.

Amestoy et al. [23] demonstrate mixed-precision low-
rank approximations, and they use bfloat16, FP32 and FP64
to obtain a mixed-precision Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). Ooi et al. [24] implement a mixed-precision (FP32 and
FP64) Hierarchical Matrix (H-Matrix) vector multiplication.
H-Matrix is a dense matrix approximation with low-rank
approximated submatrices.

Mixed-precision SpMV is implemented in libraries such as
NVIDIA cuSPARSE; however, these focus on lower-precisions
and they only allow one type of precision for the matrix
and vector during SpMV. To our best knowledge, multiple

precisions within the inputs in a single SpMV is not available
yet.

Ahmad et al. [22] proposed a mixed-precision SpMV kernel
for iterative solvers by storing some entries in FP32 and the
rest in FP64. Their approach accelerates both the computation
and the data movement, and its accuracy loss with respect to
the FP64 SpMV is low. Although speedup is reported for some
matrices, the performance varied greatly for each matrix. We
believe the performance fluctuations can be attributed to the
load-balancing issues discussed in this work.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This work has shown how selecting precision with respect
to the storage format improves the performance of SpMV.
Although the speedups might be considered as modest, consid-
ering the competitiveness of SpMV research, we believe even
small amounts of speedup should be noted. Our methodology
is based on CSR format; nevertheless, we demonstrate its
effectiveness with ELLPACK-R, and we further believe that
the same methodology will work on various other formats
(e.g., CSC, DIA). Furthermore, our methods are orthogonal
to the underlying SpMV implementation and can easily be
integrated to other implementations of SpMV.

With the multi-precision compliant splits, our objective has
been to obtain a matrix split such that changing precisions
would not affect the row and column pointers, and thus one can
adjust the precision effortlessly by accessing their respective
value pointers. We have demonstrated the applicability of
our methods in an extensive set of sparse matrices, on a
Jacobi method that uses multiple precisions at different times
to achieve FP64 accuracy with lesser execution time, and a
Cardiac modeling application that yields speedup with modest
change in residuals.

Since FP16 (half-precision) is increasingly becoming preva-
lent among HPC and ML, it is a clear direction of future
work to extend our methodology to accommodate lower-
precisions and possibly leverage Tensor Cores in doing so.
A further Multi-GPU extension of this work, although an
orthogonal direction of optimization, is certainly possible.
Scenarios where each GPU works on a different precision,
or where the split matrices are further split to fit into multiple
GPUs are of consideration; however, effort must go into load-
balancing the work among them.
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